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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Fatigue fracture usually is defined as the failure of a part at
a stress below its breaking stress due to repetitive loading conditions.
It is now a well known fact that a part, designed for a maximum stress
well below the yield point of the material, may be very apt to fail
■under cyclic loading conditions over a period of time.

The metal appears

to "wear out" after a time just like humans do and fatigue failure
occurs.

Metal fatigue may be contrasted to animal fatigue in that l) its

detection before the latter stages is normally difficult if not impos
sible, 2 ) the condition is not dissipated by recovery, and 3 ) damage
is cumulative.
Men associated with automotive and aircraft industries have
stated that from 80 to 95 per cent of all failures brought to their
attention were caused by fatigue failure.(l)

Thus, it is easy to

understand the vast increase in research in this area the last few
years.

I.

THE OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study was to present a literature survey
and research on the problem of fatigue of metals, and in particular,
the effect of residual stresses on fatigue properties.

It is hoped

that this study, together with the bibliography presented, will be a
guide and aid to future experimentation and research in this field.
1.

Numbers refer to list of references

II.

TERMINOLOGY

As there is often some confusion in the terminology of fatigue
and strength of materials, the following terms applicable to this thesis
are defined.

Most of the strength of materials definitions have been

condensed from and are explained more fully in reference 2 and other
’strength of materials” books.

The fatigue nomenclature was standardized

by the American Society for Testing Materials in their "Manual on Fatigue
Testing" (3) in 19^9•

Since then most fatigue work has utilized these

symbols and definitions.
A. Elastic Strength- A limiting stress below which the permanent
distortion of a material is so small that the structural damage is
negligible, and above which it is not negligible.
Some indexes of elastic strength are:
1) Elastic Limit- The greatest stress which a material is
capable of developing without a permanent set upon complete
release of the stress.
2) Yield Point- The stress in a material at which there occurs
a marked increase in strain without an increase of applied
stress.
3) Proportional Limit- The greatest stress a material can
withstand and still remain linear with strain.
(Hooke's Law)
I

U ) Yield Strength- The stress at which a material exhibits a
specified limiting permanent set.
B. Ultimate Strength (Su or UTS) The maximum computed stress which a
material is capable of developing under a slowly applied load.
C. Ductility- The capacity of a material for taking plastic deformation
in tension without rupture. Usually measured by the 'percentage of
elongation", or by the "percentage reduction in area".
D. Elasticity- The capacity of a material for taking elastic (recoverable ) deformation.
E.

Stiffness- Resistance to deformation caused by stress.
The most common indexes of stiffness are:
1) Modulus of Elasticity- Commonly called "Young's modulus", is
evaluated as the slope of the stress-strain diagram below the

♦
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proportional limit.
2) Secant Modulus of Elasticity- This is evaluated as the slope
of the stress-strain curve above the proportional limit. It is
of use in plastic deformations.
F. Hardness- The capacity of a material to resist penetration, abrasion,
etc.
G. Fatigue- A fracturing process which begins and spreads progressively
under repeated stressing of much less severity than that required to
cause fracture under a single load application.
1) Fatigue Strength- The ability of a structure to withstand
repeated loading— usually it signifies the greatest stress
which can be sustained for a given number of stress cycles
without fracture.
2) Fatigue Endurance Limit (Se ) (Often shortened to fatigue
*\s
limit or endurance limit) The critical stress below which the
specimen can presumably endure an infinite number of stress

Figure 1.

Cyclic stress systems end symbols.

See Figure 1 for a graphical definition of the following terms.
3) Maximum Stress (SMax) The highest algebraic value of the
stress in a stress cycle, tensile stress being considered
positive and compressive stress negative.
U) Minimum Stress (Sjjin) The lowest algebraic value of the
stress in a stress cycle.

5) Range of Stress (s) The algebraic difference between the
maximum and minimum stress in one cycle.
6 ) Alternating Stress Amplitude (Sa ) One half the range of stress.
7) Mean Stress (Sm) The algebraic mean of the maximum and
minimum stress in one cycle.

8 ) Stress Ratio (R) The algebraic ratio of the minimum stress
to maximum stress in one cycle.

a.

/ 0% ^ -'
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III.

HISTORIC

Man first began to recognize the phenomenon of metal fatigue
about the middle of the 19th Century.

This had undoubtedly come

about with the machine age and the corresponding use of metal components
under dynamic loading conditions.

Prior to this time, few occasions

arose with failure due to fatigue.
August Wohler is generally credited as being the "father of
fatigue".

He invented the first fatigue testing machines which were

very much like the ones in use today.

Some authorities (4) believe

that, essentially, not much has been accomplished in the area of fatigue
in the one hundred years since Wohler*s time.

Actually, not much was

done in fatigue research until the early 1 9 0 0 's when interest in fatigue
suddenly increased rapidly.

Undoubtedly, this was greatly influenced

by the advent of the airplane and automobile.
Since the 1900's there has been a voluminous amount of material
published on the subject of fatigue failure.

Considering the many

parameters affecting fatigue life of a machine component, this is
certainly understandable.

Most fatigue research has been experimental

work in trying to establish definite criteria for the effect of a
variable or a combination of variables on the fatigue life of a specimen.
One can easily see the many problems encountered in trying to determine
the effect of a single variable on fatigue strength, without other
variables entering into the results.
In general, fatigue testing may be divided into two areas:
cycle, and high cycle fatigue.

Work in the former has been confined

to the last few years and presently not much is known about it.

The

low cycle area concerns experimental fatigue testing where failures

low
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occur in a low number of cycles.

The upper limit for low cycle fatigue

testing is classified as high cycle fatigue, or in other words, fatigue
testing where failures occur after passing 10 ^ cycles of repeated loading.
It is in this area that the great amount of work in fatigue has been done
and with which this study is concerned.
About 90 per cent of all fatigue testing to date has been done
with rotating beam type of testing machines*, much like those first used
by Wohler.(5 ) The fatigue specimens act as the beams and are rotated
mechanically with a load on one end (cantilever type) or loaded at two
points equidistant from the mid-span of the beam (simple supported type).
In either case, the outer fibers are the only part of the specimen
reaching a maximum and minimum stress.
fashion as the beam rotates.

This is reached in a sinusoidal

Other testing machines include the social

load type and torsion load type.

By preloading the specimen any

combination of maximum stress and mean or average stress within the
limits of the testing machine may be obtained.
As most industrial fatigue failures occur through stressing in
cycles of alternating tension and compression (6 ), the great majority
of testing has been with this type of repeated loading.

Also, it has

been fairly well established that fatigue failure occurs more rapidly
under this loading than any other.

CHAPTER II

FATIGUE FAILURE THEORY
From inspection of fatigue fractures it is generally believed
that failure occurs in three stages:

l)

the start of a crack, spreading

out from some nucleus; 2 ) propagation of the crack under successive
cycles of loading; 3 )

final rupture of the piece when the spreading

crack has weakened the section.

Most efforts in developing a fatigue

theory have been devoted to the first stage of crack initiation.

The

major problem is how a crack can start at repeated stress levels lower
than the ultimate or rupture strength of the material.
A common belief is the existence of high stress concentrations
due to such conditions as surface irregularities, abrupt changes in
cross-section, or residual stress which, when added to the applied
stress, exceed the ultimate strength in a localized area and rupture
occurs.

This belief has led to a large amount of testing being done

with "notched" specimens to create a high stress concentration.

Many

authorities believe that research with this method is of little value,
mainly because the magnitude of the actual stress is uncertain.
J. 0. Almen (7) states that generally fatigue failures are
due to high tensile stress concentrations with the crack propagation
initiating at the surface.
this point very well.
failures ( 6 , 9
in attaining it.

Most research and experimental data uphold

There is definitely some evidence of compressive

)<> but the experimenters admit the extreme difficulty
Almen (7) also points out a case in which fatigue
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cracks formed in a metal that was apparently subjected to compressive
stress only, but actually they formed from a residual tensile stress
that was produced by yielding in compression.
Many more complicated theories of fatigue failure have been
developed the last few years.

All of them, in general, require simpli

fications that often do not hold for a particular case.

Machlin (10)

has developed a mathematical theory on fatigue failure that depends on
stress, temperature, material parameters, and frequency for annealed
solid solutions only.

He states the theory agrees with experimental

data but admits much additional data are needed to completely verify
the theory.
In his article in '‘Engineering" Kennedy (k) rebukes engineers
for their little knowledge of fatigue as compared to dynamics, electri
city, and metallurgy, and for "their contentment to rest on a bed of
S-N curves".

He believes the fixed pursuance of the S-N test, and the

use of the data which it provides has been a sterile strategy in fatigue
analysis.

Its use in design has value for specific conditions but

the philosophy of the system is one of Jtbreak it and see".

Using fine

testing machines, stress and temperature conditions of great stability,
and specifically prepared test specimens, high reproducibility is
achieved in the laboratory, from which the material behavior is described.
Then the data are of such limited direct application that interpolations
and extrapolations abound, and the approximations make nonsense of the
test laboratory precision.
Many theories exist, but up to the present there is no wholly
satisfactory explanation for the reason why an alternating stress can
develop a microcrack in a crystal lattice.

Kennedy believes that crystal

defects such as vacancies or dislocations must be involved* and that
it should not be assumed that fatigue can be made simple if only once
it could be understood.
Despite Kennedy's opposition to relying on S~N curves* they
still remain (together with the Goodman diagram) the best apparent
method of explaining and designing for the fatigue phenomenon.

Until

someone develops something better for describing fatigue* the future
work in this area will still utilize the S-N curves and Goodman diagrams

I.

S-N CURVE

The S-N curve* a plot of maximum applied stress versus cycles
to failure* is explained in most mechanical properties books.

In

Chalmer's book (11) the S-N curve has been started at zero cycles for
the ultimate strength and carried out to where the curve remains
essentially flat as shown in figure 2 a.

(b)
Figure 2.

Typical ferrous and non-ferrous S-N curves.

The flat part of the curve is termed the endurance limit and
below this stress* failure should never occur due to fatigue.
a general curve for most ferrous metals.

This is

A similar curve for some non-

ferrous metals as aluminum and magnesium, figure 2b* often does not
show such a distinct endurance limit.

At the present* this difference
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in S-N curves for ferrous and non-ferrous metals has not been explained.
It is thought that the ferrous curve is normal and the non-ferrous curve
is really due to a combination of fatigue and corrosion effects.

For

cases where it is not entirely certain that the S-N curve becomes
completely flat, it is common practice to define an endurance limit at
some arbitrary, long lifetime.
Most S-N curves are not plotted in the 0 to lCp cycles range
because there is a surprising lack of information in this area.

As

mentioned previously, this is called the low cycle fatigue area
requiring applied stresses above the yield point.
The endurance limit is determined from S-N data and is a statis
tical evaluation.

Any stress applied to the specimen will either be

above or below the endurance limit regardless of how close it may be.
?- W. A. Hijab (12) presents and compares two successful statistical
techniques used for endurance limit determination.
Approximations to the number of cycles normally required to
determine the endurance limit
metals.

are given by Churchill (l) for various
x
Steel requires from about 500,000 for hard, to 5 X 1 0 ° for very
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soft steel, with cast steel or iron requiring at least 1 0 1 cycles.

Non-

ferrous metals may require anywhere from one to several hundred million
cycles to determine their endurance limit.
tests are required for an S-N plot.

At least twelve dependable

Some specimens, depending on speed

of testing, may take up to several days of continuous testing to reach
failure, or assurance that the stress is below the endurance limit.
Thus, much time is required to obtain a reasonably reliable
S-N curve and corresponding endurance limit.

No short-time test has

been developed yet, but special correlations have been found between

10
endurance limit and such properties as hardness, proportional limit,
and ultimate strength.

II.

GOODMAN DIAGRAM

When endurance data of a proposed design are not available, the
permissible cyclic stress and superimposed steady stress may be esti
mated by a graphical method called Goodman's diagram.

The diagram is

an approximation of the effect on fatigue when the mean stress is not
zero.

Goodman first proposed the straight line relationship shown in

figure 3 > ^ut since there have been many changes and modifications to
obtain a more optimum fatigue design diagram.

Figure 3*

Goodman Diagram.

The straight line Goodman diagram is based on design for infinite
life and is generally considered as conservative.

The ultimate strength

is based on static tensile tests of the material and the endurance
limit determined from an S-N curve of reversed cyclic loading (mean
stress equal to zero).

If no fatigue data is available, the endurance
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limit is often approximated as one-half of the ultimate tensile strength.
However, some authorities use one-third of the UTS.(13, 1^)
Another form of the Goodman diagram is shown in figure 4.

It

is actually the same diagram except it represents the upper half of the
triangle of the original diagram, the part above the mean stress line.
This gives a direct plot of stress amplitude ( l/2 Sr ) versus mean stress. *

Figure 4.

Goodman Diagram (modified).

For use in design, the Goodman diagram is usually modified to
suit the designer.

Most modifications are aimed at making the diagram

more conservative, such as the use of a factor of safety on the endur
ance limit and TITS, or replacing the UTS with the yield point.

Gina (6 )

found that better correlation with fatigue test results was obtained by
using the true fracture stress value in place of the usual UTS (nominal
stress fracture).
The Goodman diagram is often used for finite life fatigue design
when experimental fatigue data are available.

Grover (13) shows an

illustration of both Goodman diagrams with fatigue data of finite life
plotted on them.

These are shown in figure 5 .
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Figure 5.

Finite Life Goodman Diagrams.

III.

FRACTURE EXAMINATION

Fractures of metals are usually classified as either ductile or
"brittle fractures.

A ductile failure is usually obvious with the

observance of a necked-down section, or evidence of gross plastic
deformation caused by static overload.

Brittle failures are fractures

in which necking-down or large plastic deformations are not apparent.
A fatigue fracture of this kind is often termed a brittle fracture.
Some brittle fractures are not caused by fatigue; so it is often dif
ficult to distinguish between a brittle fracture and fracture of a
brittle material under a tensile load.
Not only the level of loading, but also the type of loading
(tension, bending, or torsion) and environmental conditions (temper
ature, corrosive surroundings) influence the final appearance of a
fatigue fracture.

Consequently, it is difficult to determine any

characteristic appearance of a fatigue fracture.
In general, a fatigue fracture shows two regions of distinctly
different appearance:

l)

an area with a ground or rubbed smooth sur-

face, and 2)

a region of more jagged surface texture.

The first region

represents the spreading of the fatigue crank across the section.

The

region of more jagged surface texture represents a final tensile fracture
after the crack has greatly weakened the section.
Peckner (15) states that by examining the fatigue surfaces—
either macroscopically or microscopically—

and by proper interpretation,

it is possible to determine the origin of a fracture and the degree of
overstressing that prece des failure. By testing round specimens in
fatigue bending, Peckner found that a relation exists between the amount
of over-stress and the distance of the final rupture area from the center.
This relation is shown in figure 6 .

Similar results are given by R. E.

This curve shows how the final rupture area shifts with stress
level.

If the final rupture area is close to the bar surface, the amount

of overstress is slight.
moves to the center.

As the overstress increases, the rupture area

Thus, the engineer is able to determine the major

design modifications necessary.

It was also noted that a centrally

located rupture will probably fail in less than 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 cycles, whereas,
several million cycles are needed to cause near peripheral rupture
areas in the specimen.

CHAPTER III

CONDITIONS AFFECTING FATIGUE STRENGTH

There are numberous factors which directly affect the endurance
limit or fatigue strength of a metal.

The Goodman diagram gives an

indication of the effect of the type of stress loading, and it has
already been noted that fatigue fracture will probably begin at a local
ized area of high stress concentration.

Other factors commonly accepted

as influencing fatigue failure, of which some are interrelated, are
temperature, mechanical properties, compositions, surface conditions,
residual stresses, corrosion, frequency, size, and load history.

Present

knowledge on these factors is briefly outlined with some selected refer
ences for each section in the bibliography.I
.

I.

TEMPERATURE

Much research is presently being done in the areas of high and
low temperature fatigue to determine the effect of temperature on the
endurance limit.

Other factors, such as structure changes and metal

creep, conplicate the problem and make it difficult to separate the
effects on fatigue.
Young (17) stated that the data available on steels at low
temperatures indicated a higher endurance limit than at room temper
atures.

It was noted that the tensile strength increased with a

decrease in temperature also, strengthening the validity of the relation
between endurance limit and tensile strength.

15
A moderate elevation in temperature has only a minor effect on
the endurance limit, and can actually increase it by allowing plastic
deformation when the metal might otherwise crack.

Tests on 0 .1 *4-

per cent carbon steel showed a decrease of 9 per cent in static tensile
strength at 750 °F, but had an increase of 16 per cent in the 10 million
cycle fatigue strength at the same temperature.
Creep complicates the very high temperature fatigue properties,
but the endurance limit is definitely lower than at room temperature.
It is thought that tests, in which the stress is completely reversed
(alternating) during each cycle, give a good indication of fatigue
strength independent of the creep phenomena.

Figure 7 was taken from

reference 13 and illustrates the decrease in endurance limit at high
temperatures of an alloy.

Figure 7.

S-N curve for high temperature.
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II.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Considerable effort has been expended in attempts to correlate
fatigue strengths of metals with other engineering properties such as
tensile strength, yield strength, hardness, and proportional limit.

For

some materials such as steel, there appears to be a correlation between
fatigue strength and tensile strength.

For the most part, however,

attempts at finding correlations between fatigue strength and other
engineering properties have been unsuccessful.
A plot of endurance limit versus ultimate tensile strength for
cast and wrought steels in figure 8 shows why an approximation of the
endurance limit equal to one-half the UTS is fairly good for steels.
However, most alloys do not maintain the one-half ratio at the higher
tensile strengths.

Figure 8 . Endurance limit versus ultimate strength for cast and
wrought steels.(l8 )
Dolan (1 9 ) states that the fatigue ratio for steels (endurance
limit to UTS) is one-half up to a UTS of around 200,000 psi.
that point the ratio drops below the one half level.

Above

In general, it can
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be stated that the fatigue ratio varies from 0.^0 to 0 .6 0 for steels.
There is also some evidence that the endurance limit of a metal
particularly of steels, bears an approximate linear relationship to
Brine11 hardness for polished specimens up to a very high hardness,
where the correlation ceases to remain linear.

III.

C0MP0STX0N

It is now generally accepted that alloy content of steels, other
than carbon, has little if any effect on fatigue life.

Some other

metallurgical variables, including carbon content, do have a definite
effect on fatigue properties.

Work by Frankel, Bennett, and Pennington

(20) has confirmed the belief that retained austenite in the microstructure has a detrimental effect on fatigue.

Their experimental

results showed that an increase in retained austenite decreased the
fatigue strength up to a carbon content of 0 .6 0 per cent , beyond
which increased austenite seems to have little effect.

Removal of

retained austenite by refrigeration or fatigue stressing of a certain
stress amplitude tends to increase fatigue strength] indicating a
superiority of tempered martensite micro-structure.

On the same sub

ject, Unterweiser (21) wrote that some of our strongest steels have
failed in fatigue because they tend to retain some austenite after
heat treatment.

These steels are leading the lists of popularity for

ultra-high-stress service.

He pointed out that steels less prone to

austenite retention should now become more popular than in the past.
Recently, work has been done to point out the importance of
case depth in carbo-nitrided steels.(22), (2 3 ) Tests showed fatigue
life was increased by a factor of twenty when case depth was increased
from 0 .0 3 0 to 0.01+2 inches.
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IV.

SURFACE CONDITIONS

In general, stresses usually reach their maximum value at the
surface of the metal due to the existence of some torsion or bending
stresses.

By recognizing that the surface metal is normally weaker

than the core, it is easy to understand why most fatigue failures start
at the surface.

There has probably been more work done on surface

effects than all other areas of fatigue study combined.
Surface conditions can affect the fatigue life of a metal in
two ways;

l)

stress raisers exist due to surface roughness caused by

the mechanical finishing process; and 2)

a strength difference exists

between the outer shell and the core of the material.

Moore and Kommers

(24) rotating beam tests on 0.49 per cent carbon steel showed a definite
decline of endurance limit with increase of surface roughness, as shown
below in order of increasing surface roughness.
SURFACE FINISH
High polish
Standard polish
Ground
Smooth turned
Rough turned

ENDURANCE LIMIT,- prari
50,500

4 9 ,0 0 0
4 5 ,0 0 0
4 3 ,0 0 0
4 1 ,5 0 0

It should also be noted that mechanical finishing processes
usually produce detrimental tensile residual stresses.

This area is

covered in the following subsection and in the main body of this thesis.
It has been pointed out that the fatigue limit of a steel
normally increases with its ultimate strength.

Consequently, a material

whose shell has an ultimate strength greater than the core should show
a longer life than the basic core material, and conversely, for the core
having the greater ultimate strength.
be true.

Investigations have found this to

v/
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Such surface hardening processes as carburizing, nitriding,
induction hardening,

cyaniding, and flame strengthening increase surface

hardness, tensile strength, and correspondingly, the fatigue strength.
As would be expected, processes weakening the surface decrease fatigue
strength of a material.

These include decarburizing and various electro

plating processes.
V.

RESIDUAL STRESSES

The presence and magnitude of tensile and compressive residual
stresses has been found to have a very large effect on fatigue properties
of metals, particularly of steel.

Residual stress formation is classi

fied by Horger (2 5 ) as originating by three general methods t
1) Mechanical- cold working from shot peening, rolling, cold
drawing, and various machining processes.
2) Chemical- nitriding and electrodeposition as in chrome
plating, anoding, etc.
3) Heating or cooling- such as occurs in heat treating, surface
hardening, or various welding operations.
Residual stresses of type (l) and (3 ) are produced when a
nonuniform plastic deformation occurs in different zones through the
cross-section of the part.

Often the higher degree of plastic strain

is produced in the surface layers, leaving high residual stresses
localized at or very near the surface.

These residual stresses have a

profound effect on the fatigue strength of the part.

Many authorities

(2 6 ) believe that the discrepancies in a large amount of past fatigue
work have been in the failure of the experimenter to accurately deter
mine existing residual stresses during testing and just prior to failure.
Fatigue failures are generally accepted as tensile surface
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failures.(7)

Thus, if the surface contains a compressive residual stress

the surface tension stress will not reach as high a value and fatigue
strength should increase.

Compressive residual stresses have also been

shown to prohibit propagation of a fatigue crack when it is initiated.
Correspondingly, a surface containing a tensile stress will have a lower
fatigue strength, due to the additive value of the residual and applied
tensile stresses.
The S-N curve of figure 9 shows the influence of compressive and
tensile residual stresses as compared to no residual stress for an
aluminum alloy.

Figure 9*
aluminum alloy.

S-N curve - Influence of residual stresses for an

A much more thorough coverage on type and magnitude of residual
stresses induced by various methods, their effect on fatigue properties,
and various methods of residual stress measurement, is presented in the
following section.
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VI.

CORROSION

Numerous references oil the effect of corrosion and corrosion
fatigue are available In reviews by Gough (2 9 ) and more recently by
Gilbert (3 0 ) to prove, conclusively, that corrosion in any form is
harmful to the fatigue life of a metal.

Wadsworth (3 1 ) concluded that

simultaneous corrosion and fatigue were much more serious than either
separately, or than alternately, probably because stressed metals are
known to corrode more readily.

He also pointed out that lack of evidence

of corrosion in a certain medium did not mean that it can be ignored as
having no effect on fatigue. Figure 10 illustrates very well the
corrosive effect of air on an S-N curve for iron as compared to a
vacuum.

Wadsworth stated that this curve showed a greater effect than

some work done by other experimenters, and recommends that further work
in this area continue.

iron.
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Grover et al. (1 3 ) came to similar conclusions for corrosion
fatigue, explaining that corrosion not only occurs on the surface hut
also in the crack after its formation, thus hastening failure.

Surface

corrosion roughens the surface and causes pitting which in turn produces
high stress concentrations and higher stress amplitudes due to the
reduced cross-sectional area.
VII.

FREQUENCY AND REST PERIODS

Compared with other conditions affecting fatigue, frequency and
rest periods appear to have a relatively small influence although much
research remains to be done in this area.

In comparing some available

experimental data on the subject, Walsman (9 ) noted that no effect on
endurance limit was apparent up to 5,000 epm.

Beyond that point, the

endurance limit began to increase with frequency.

For tests carried

out at stresses above the endurance limit and high frequency, the metal
was heated due to energy lost in mechanical hysteresis with results of
premature fatigue failue.
A task group representing the American Society for Testing
Materials (3 2 ) similarly concluded that in the range of 200 to 7,000 epm
there was no effect caused by varying frequency, if no temperature
change or corrosion existed.
In considering the time lapse between cycles and groups of cycles
the available evidence indicated that, for some materials, rest periods
between groups of cycles had no effect, while in other cases the rest
periods considerably improved the fatigue life.

There appears to be

some controversy on the rest period effect on steels.

Some workers

(33) have found no effect while others (3^) have found that resting at
room temperature between groups of cycles definitely improved the
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fatigue strength.
VIII.

SIZE

The size of a part has a significant influence on endurance
limit values.

Young (17) related an example of a 1 inch diameter bar of

mild steel at room temperature having a 20 par cent less endurance limit
than the same material in ~L/b inch size.

Larger diameters have even less

endurance limit, but there was some doubt whether this was due to size
alone or to the greater possibility of defects in material of such size.
IX.

LOAD HISTORY

Load history is another area that needs extensive research to
establisn effects of previous loading on fatigue properties.

It is

generally believed that stressing the material below the endurance
limit (understressing) increases the fatigue strength, and raises the
original endurance limit.

Overstressing appears to produce damage,

causing early failure, but there appears to be a limit of permissible
overstressing before the damage occurs.

CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF RESIDUAL STRESSES ON FATIGUE

Residual stresses have been introduced in the last chapter.
This chapter is concerned with residual stresses and their resulting
effect on fatigue.

The first three sections present a basis for the

residual stress phenomenon.

The effect of fatigue loading on residual

stresses is discussed, and an outline of current residual stress
measurement methods is introduced with some discussion on the relative
merits of each.

The last section covers residual stress induction

methods and the resulting fatigue effects.

Of the three methods of

producing residual stresses, mechanical, heating and codling, and chemical,
just the first two are presented in detail here.
The heating and cooling section is concentrated mainly on
quenching and tempering conditions, and resulting effects with a brief
introduction to various welding influences on fatigue.
Mechanical methods are covered in two sections.

One deals with

the published literature for various machining and finishing operations.
The second includes work done on the cold working of metals, a major
part being shot and strain peening effects.
I.

RESIDUAL STRESSES-BENEFICIAL AND DETRIMENTAL

As was previously noted, it has been generally accepted that
compressive residual surface stresses are beneficial to fatigue and
tensile residual surface stresses are detrimental.

Beneficial to fatigue

means an increase of fatigue properties over the normal fatigue proper
ties of the metal.

This may include an increase in fatigue strength,

and increase in endurance limit, or both.

Thus, the higher and the
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further to the right the curve is located on an S-N plot, the better
the fatigue properties are.
In practice most of the fatigue failures have originated at
the surface.

Rosenthal (35) noted that by setting up the proper type

of residual stress, it should be possible to improve the fatigue proper
ties of metals.

A good majority of the literature available has rein

forced this statement.

However, several authorities (36, 37 5 38, 39)

have failed to show any definite influence of residual stress on fatigue
properties.
Rosenthal and Sines (ho) noted that some discrepancy was
undoubtedly due to the change of residual stress level during cyclic
loading.

Like the authors cited previously, most experimenters have made

residual stress measurements at the beginning of testing, therefore, they
did not know the actual residual stress during most of the testing period.
The following section discusses the investigations on relaxation and
fading of residual stresses.
In 1955» the ASM Committee on residual stresses (Ul) pointed
out that the relationship of residual stress and fatigue was still
controversial.

Compressive residual stresses in the surface usually

raise the fatigue limit.

Many oppose giving residual stresses the

credit, however, because methods of inducing residual stresses often
cause changes which affect fatigue properties.

As an example, shot

peening also cold works the surface which causes higher tensile strength
and thus a greater endurance limit,

(see figure 8 )

Boegehold (26 ) concluded that residual stresses were a major
cause of the difference between test bar results and tests on components
made from heat treated steel.

For fatigue tests on axles, fatigue
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limits had a 40 per cent spread for material that varied only up to

15 per cent in tensile strength and hardness, as determined on test bars.
The vast majority of recent work in this area indicates a
strong influence of residual stresses on fatigue.

Almen (7, 8 , 42, h-3j,),

Grover (44), Rosenthal and Sines (27* 28, 45), and Horger (25, 46, 47,
48), to name a few, have all found increased fatigue strength with
beneficial compressive surface stresses.
The detrimental effect of a tensile residual surface stress can
be clearly shown on a Goodman diagram.(49)

Figure 11.

A metal part that is reverse

Goodman Diagram and residual stresses.

By inducing a residual tensile stress in the surface of the
part, the additive effect of the external and internal stresses produces
a mean tensile stress moving line A~B to the right and up.
resultant line is indicated by C-D.

The

It is now noted that the range of

the Goodman diagram has been exceeded and theoretically, failure will
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occur.

Correspondingly, a compressive residual stress will produce a

mean compressive stress, moving line A-B to the left and down.

This

condition, E-F, has a range stress much below that allowed by the diagram,
and thus a greater fatigue strength.
Grover ( M O has shown with a modified Goodman diagram, the
value of protecting the surface with a compressive residual stress for
greater fatigue strength in bending.

A sketch of how this works is

shown in figures 12 and 1 3 .
The dotted line in figure 12 represents a compressive residual
stress on the top surface induced by peeming.

The bending stress and

the resultant of the applied and residual stresses are also shown.
From this graph and with a few calculations, the stress amplitude and
mean stress can be determined at various depths.

Figure 12.

Summation of applied and residual stresses.

Plotting the calculated stress conditions at various depths on
a finite life modified Goodman diagram indicates there will he a subsur
face failure.

The decreased mean stress and stress amplitude due to

the compressive residual stress nas strengthened the surface.
plot is shown in figure 1 3 .

The
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Figure 13. Stress conditions at decreasing depths plotted on a
modified Goodman Diagram.

II.

RELAXATION OF RESIDUAL STRESSES

Substantial proof exists that residual stresses originally
present before testing will change and generally level off or fade
under repeated stressing.

This fact alone causes much variation in the

conclusions of various experimenters on the effect of residual stresses
in fatigue.
One of the earlier tests on relaxation of residual stresses
was done by Buhler and Buchholtz.(50)

This work is reviewed by Horger.

(2 5 ) Four steels were tested by rotating bending of 1 .0 7 inch specimens.
A O .3 6 per cent carbon steel showed an 87 per cent decrease in axial
residual stress slightly below the endurance, limit of 1+9,800 psi.
0.57 Per cent steel behaved similarly.

A

The surface residual tangential

tensile stresses for the 12 per cent nickel steels decreased 1+0 per cent
after 1 .3 5 X 10 ^ cycles, at a bending stress equal to the endurance
limit.

At 2 .3 6 X 10

reversals, the reduction was 55 per cent.

A
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16 per cent steel showed a decrease of only 30 per cent.
Results on 0»3h- per cent carbon steel tubular specimens were
also reported.

The quenched tubular specimens had residual tensile

surface stresses initially, but changed to compression after various
degrees of bending stress and a number of stress reversals were applied.
Barrett (51) has reviewed a work by Gisen and Glocker (52), in
which the fading of residual stresses was established using X-ray
measurements.

Studies by Jasper and Stewart (53) established a 90

per cent reduction in residual stresses for quenched steels at two
million cycles loaded to 50 per cent of the endurance limit.
relief was disclosed at higher stress levels.

Greater

Moore (54) found a

76 per cent removal of residual stress in one cycle when a 0 .0 2 per cent
plastic action was present.

No relaxation was observed in hardened

steel by Morrow, Ross and Sinclair (55)# but soft steel was found to
have a high reduction.

They concluded that the changes in residual

stress were largest in early life.

Although later changes were small,

over millions of cycles the cumulative effect was significant.

Four

factors presented that determine the changes of residual stress during
fatigue were:
1. Composition and hardness of the material.
2. Magnitude and sense of initial residual stress present.
3 . Magnitude and direction of applied fatigue stress.
4. Number of cycles of fatigue loading.
Stress relief can be accomplished by heating the metal.

Stresses

can always be reduced to the yield point at the temperature used.(4l)
Higher temperatures promote stress relaxation, but theoretically,
residual stresses will relieve or die out at any temperature.
and Stewart (53) have presented data on stress relief by heat.

Jasper
The
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remaining stress in a carbon steel boiler plate pre stressed to the yield
point (25>000 psi) was determined for various temperatures and heating
times.

(See table l)

Temperatures varied from 400 to 1400 °F and

heating time from l/2 to l6 hours.

Data has conclusively shown decreas

ing residual stresses for increasing temperature and heating times.
TEMPERATURE
400

800

900

1 ,0 0 0

1 ,1 0 0

1 ,2 0 0

1 ,3 0 0

1,400

2 0 ,6 0 0

18,400

1 6 ,9 0 0

1 3 ,6 0 0

1 0 ,0 0 0

7 ,0 0 0

4 ,5 0 0

3 ,1 0 0

1

1 7 ,6 0 0

14,700

1 0 ,9 0 0

6,400

5,400

4,800

4,200

2 ,7 0 0

4

1 5 ,0 0 0

1 3 ,1 0 0

8 ,1 0 0

5 ,0 0 0

4,800

4,010

2 ,5 0 0

2 ,0 0 0

8

1 3 ,9 0 0

1 1 ,3 0 0

7 ,8 0 0

5 ,6 0 0

4 ,5 0 0

3 ,6 0 0

2 ,5 0 0

2 ,0 0 0

1 1 ,5 0 0

8 ,0 0 0

6 ,0 0 0

4,000

2 ,9 0 0

1 ,8 0 0

nil

TIME
l/ 2 hr.

16

Table I. Remaining stress in carbon steel boiler plate pre
stressed to yield (25>000 psi).
It should also be noted that some research has indicated an
increase in residual stress with fatigue loading.(2 8 ) Buhler and
Buchholtz (50) found that longitudinal surface compressive residual
stresses of 14,000 to 3 5 ,0 0 0 psi were produced in stress-free steel
subjected to rotating bending fatigue tests at stresses near the
endurance limit.

The compressive residual stresses induced in this

manner might explain why understressing and overstressing have been
known to increase the endurance limit of many materials by as much as
25 to 35 per cent.

(See Chapter III, part IX)
III.

RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT

Fatigue testing to find the effect of residual stresses is of
little value unless the type, direction, and magnitude of residual
stresses present during testing are accurately determined.

Much of the
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past work in this area has neglected the residual stresses, or not
determined them accurately.

Thus, results have sometimes been unusual

and not in agreement with more carefully conducted studies.
While a variety of methods have been devised to measure residual
stresses, only two methods have had practical application.(5 6 )

One is

the mechanical or dissection method, in which the specimen or member
is cut apart, permitting the residual stresses to be calculated from
the resulting geometric changes in the member.

The other is the X-ray

diffraction method, in which the residual stresses are computed from
measurements of the atomic lattice distances determined by Bragg’s Law.
Mechanical Methods: The dissection method is extremely difficult
because only average stresses can be computed in the layers which have
been removed from the parent member.

This makes it necessary to remove

a large number of extremely fine portions from the parent member, which
results in an expensive and time consuming analysis.

As the layer

removal is refined, this method is further complicated by the necessity
of measuring the resulting small geometric changes in the parent member
with extreme accuracy.

Other disadvantages are the normally involved

equations used and the destructive character of all the mechanical
methods.

Much care has to be taken to make sure no residual stresses

have been introduced by the removal method.

Grinding is definitely

known to induce residual stresses (5 7 > 5 8 > 5 9 )* and etching under certain
conditions has been shown to induce them.(2 5 )
Recent advances and simplifications of the technique have
improved many disadvantages of the mechanical methods.(6 0 , 6 l, 6 2 , 6 3 , 6 U)
Letner (6 5 ) developed the use of optical interference for accurately
measuring the small dimensional changes.

A device designed to measure
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curvature while the specimen was in the

etching solution was utilized

by Waisman and Phillips.(60)
No less than sixteen different mechanical techniques have been
listed.(6 6 )

Some of them have been reviewed critically by Parrett

(51,67), Sachs and Van Horn (6 8 ), Sachs and Espey (6 9 ), and Rosenthal.
(35)

An excellent evaluation of the more popular methods of residual

stress determination was developed in an SAE technical report by D. E.
Martin.(5 6 )

Seven specimens of various composition, heat treatment,

cold working, and resulting residual stresses were sent to twenty
laboratories for a residual stress analysis by their method.

Four dif

ferent mechanical methods were used along with the X-ray diffraction
method.

Results of the cooperative research program showed close

agreement of the beam dissection and X-ray methods, the beam dissection
being the most consistant of all methods.
One essentially non-destructive mechanical method of note is
presented by Sines and Carlson.(6 2 ) They have found that stress has
an effect on penetration hardness of the surface.

Compressive stress

was noted to cause a slight increase in hardness over the unstressed
state.

Increasing tensile stress caused a linear decrease in hardness.

A statistical approach was used with ten readings at a point.

Authors

admit the method is not developed to useful application yet but believe
it has possibilities.
The most common mechanical methods for residual stress determin
ation are presented here with the shapes to which they are applicable
and the type of stresses found.

The stress equations for most of

these methods are presented by the American Society for Metals Committee
on residual stresses.(^l)

Also see reference 70.
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Johnsons Method; This is a beam dissection method developed especially
for irregular shapes such as an I beam.

Longitudinal stresses are

determined from rectangular sections dissected from the part.
Cramptons Method; The method is for tubes which have been splitlengthwise and the resulting crack width measured.

The method evaluates

tangential (hoop) stresses. See reference 70.
Anderson and Fahiman Method”
. This method may be applied to a tube or
sheet.

For a tube, a tongue is milled from the tube wall and movement

of tongue end measured.
the midplane.

The same equations apply to sheet spilt on

Stresses determined are longitudinal.

Baldwin has

described modified versions of this method.(7 0 )
Kreltz 1 Method: The method of Anderson and Fahiman is applicable to
rods.

The rod's center diameter slice is taken and cut in half.

Treuting-Read Method t This method can be applied to sheets where surface
removal is accomplished by an etching solution and the resulting changes
in curvature measured.
residual stresses.

This method gives longitudinal

and transverse

See reference 71*

Siebel and Pfender Method: This method has been developed for a sheet.
Rectangular blocks are cut out of the sheet at positions perpendicular
to each other.

The length is measured before and after cut-out to

evaluate stresses.
Mathar*s Method: This method can be used on the surface of any metal
part.

A hole is drilled into the surface with strain gages at 120°

intervals around the hole.

See reference 72.

Kelsey (6 l) has extended

this method to evaluate stresses to a depth below the surface of
approximately one half the hole diameter.
method.

This is a relatively fast

3^
Heyn and Bauers Method:

This method was developed for rods where the

surface is removed by machining or pickling with length and diameter
measurements taken at each removal-

This method could be as much as

30 per cent in error.
Mesnager-Sachs Method:

Uiis method is applicable to rods and cylinders

where the center hole is bored out at increasing radii and measurements
of length and diameter (O.D. and I.D.) are taken.

An alternate method

is also available where the center is bored out and then the outside
surface machined.
Brittle Laquer:

This is essentially a qualitative method only.

Ibis

method locates residual stress, gives direction of stress, and determines
kind of stress present.

Brittle laquer is coated on the surface,

allowed to dry, and then the surface is drilled with 1 /8 inch diameter
drill to a depth of about l/l6 to 1 /8 inch and the resulting cracks are
observed.

(See reference 73)

Figure l4 indicates the stress patterns

that will develop under uniaxial and biaxial stresses.

f
Uniaxial

Biaxial
TENSION
Figure lUo

X-Ray Method:

Uniaxial
Biaxial
COMPRESSION

Brittle laquer stress patterns.

Other than the fact that X-rays measure only surface

stresses, they have many advantages over the mechanical methods.

The

X-ray method is the only non-destructive, accepted means of determining
residual stresses.

Macrostresses and microstresses are found by the
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X-ray technique whereas mechanical methods only evaluate macrostresses.
Through non-destructive X-ray testing the stress state can be evaluated
at any time.

This is especially useful in work on relaxation and fading

of residual stresses.
Rosenthal (6 6 ) has clearly described the basic operation of
residual stress measurement by X-rays.

A monochromatic beam of X-rays

of wave length /\ impinging on a crystalline solid is diffracted in
accordance with Bragg's Law with the direction given by:
n A = 2 d sin ©

n= 1 ,2 ,3 ,....

The symbol "d" is the distance between a set of crystallographic planes
making the angle © with the incident beam.
For the unstressed state a value d = d0 for a given crystal
lographic direction will be found regardless of the orientation.

Figure

15 a represents such a stress free specimen with impinging and diffracted
X-rays.

Figure 15.

Principle of X-ray stress measurement.

Figure 15 b, however, is for an axially loaded case and the bar
stretches in the direction of the force and contracts in the transverse
direction.

It is easily seen that the lattice planes parallel to the

axis come closer together and those transverse to the axis are drawn
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further apart.

If the incident X-rays are inclined at 90° and k5° they

will reveal two different values of d.

The difference between these

two values is proportional to the applied stress, and it can be converted
to a stress by a suitable calibration factor.

It should be noted that

knowledge of the unstressed state is not required

for stress determin

ation.
Much work has been done since 191»-0, in the use of X-rays for
residual stress measurements.

Barrett (7^) described in detail the

methods in X-ray use for determining applied and residual stresses.
Precautions to be used in the measurement and interpretation of residual
stresses by the X-ray technique have been presented by Hyler and Jackson.
(75)

Christenson and Rowland (7 6 ) have presented an extrapolation

method for locating the peak of a diffraction curve and have made
several contributions to correct errors in the X-ray measurement method.
Until the last few years X-rays were limited to steels below a
hardness level of around Rockwell C 40.(U8)

Christenson and Rowland,

and more recently, Marburger and Koistinen (77) have developed methods
of accurately measuring residual stresses in hardened steel.

The

latter work was concerned with an accurate but less time-consuming
method.

The results have compared well with mechanical methods.
A thorough and extensive treatment of the theory and practice

of measuring residual stresses by X-ray analysis has been done by
Barrett (51, 7 8 , ), Norton (19), and Isenburger.(80)

Residual stress

measurement in welds by X-ray has been summarized by Spraragen and
Claussen (81, 8 2 ), Spraragen and Cordovi (8 3 ), and Spraragen and Rosen
thal. (3 6 )
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IV.

RESIDUAL STRESS AND FATIGUE

The general conditions for beneficial or detrimental residual
stresses have already been presented.

Hie methods of producing these

residual stresses, the magnitudes of stress produced, and their resulting
effect on fatigue as found by many researchers in this field are pre
sented here.
HEATING AND COOLING
Residual stresses induced in metals by the various heating and
cooling methods in use have long been known to exist, but their bene
ficial use in fatigue design has been confined to the last few years.
In the past, thermal and transformation residual stresses due to quench
ing have been relieved by tempering the metal.
Attention is now given to retaining thermal and transformation
stresses.

It has been shown that the residual stresses are normally

compressive on the surface and tensile in the core, which increases the
Atigue properties of the stress free metal.

Also, investigations indi

cate that the metal can be tempered and retain most of the beneficial
compressive quenching stresses by not using temperatures above the
lower critical temperature, A]_ of the metal.
It is intended to present here only a very brief coverage of
the work done on welding residual stresses, and their resulting effect
on fatigue.

Much work has been done in this area to determine the

fatigue strength of welded joints both with and without stress-relieving
treatments designed to show the effect of residual stresses.

Summary

reports outlining conclusions of investigations that have been conducted
may be found in the references.(8 1 , 8 2 , 8 3 , 8*0
Residual Stresses Induced: Residual stresses induced by heating and then
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sudden cooling of a metal can be due to thermal stresses or a combina
tion of thermal and transformat ion stresses.

If the quenching temperature

is below the lower critical, no transformation stresses will occur.
Thus, any residual stresses present will be due to thermal stresses.
Thermal stresses come about due to the faster cooling rate of
the surface material over the core, therefore, its faster contraction.
(8 5 )

This brings about, momentarily, tension in the outer shell and

compression in the core.

As cooling continues the outer shell nears

the quenching medium temperature, but the core still cools over a
large range and ends up in tension, putting the outer shell in compres
sion.

This is the final result of a purely thermal change; all metals

having no transformation behave similarly.

A stress-time plot for

rapidly quenched cyclinders as taken from Horger (1*8 , 8 6 ) is shown in
figure 16.

Figure l6 . Transient change of stress distribution in rapidly
cooled cylinders.
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The magnitude of these thermal stresses is greatly dependent
upon the method of quenching or cooling.

This is especially noticeable

in steels having carbon contents from 0.25 to 0.50 per cent.

Figure 27

shows the effect on residual stresses by cooling in water, oiljand air
from the tempering temperature of 1200 °F for 0 .3 0 per cent carbon steel
as found by Horger.(8 6 )

Figure 17• Influence of methodQof cooling from tempering
temperature. Water quenched from 1560 F.
If there is a transformation from austenite to martensite, a
volumetric change occurs due to it alone.

This happens when steels

are heated to the austenitic condition (above the upper critical
temperature,

point) and then suddenly cooled.

Under these conditions

three influences act to produce residual stresses:
1. First thermal shrinkage occurring before transformation.
2. Volume expansion as a result of transformation.
3 . Second thermal shrinkage occurring after transformation.
Cooling velocity, carbon content, and diameter are important
factors in determining magnitudes of the above stress formations.(8 7 )
A chart similar to figure 17 is presented in figure 18 for the same
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steel, but for quenching from above the upper critical temperature, A 3 .
This represents the combination of thermal and transformation stresses
to form high compressive residual stresses for high velocity quenching
only.
steel.

Low velocity quenching produces small stress values for this
As mentioned for thermal stresses, this steel has carbon

content in the range of greatest effect on residual stresses due to
cooling velocity.

Figure 18.

Influence of cooling velocity after heating above A^.

For solid cyclinders condition 2 results in tensile stresses
in the surface and compression in the core.

As stated previously,

thermal stresses such as 1 and 3 produce surface compressive and core
tensile residual stresses.

The order of magnitude of the stresses

determines the final residual stress state of the metal.
Investigations by Boegehold (8 5 ) and Horger (8 6 , 8 7 , 48) have
found the conditions for either dominant thermal stresses, (compressive
surface) or dominant transition stresses (tensile surface).

In his

work with constructional steels, Horger found that combined thermal
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and transformation stresses produced a compressive surface and a tensile
core.

This study included many plain carbon and a few alloy steels.

Further investigations with high carbon steel, and very high alloyed
metals resulted in high surface tensile stresses.

The low temperature

range of martensite formation caused transformation stresses to over
weigh

the thermal residual stresses.

Depending on conditions, it

is evident that the surface of a hardened steel object may contain
residual stresses of any amount between the yield strength in tension and
the yield strength in compression.
Most of the past cited studies also note the extreme importance
of tempering temperature.

High tempering temperatures cause a decrease

in magnitude of beneficial residual stresses, whereas, lower temperatures
retain a large portion of the compressive surface stresses.

This is

illustrated by figure 19 taken from reference 86 on data for 0 .3 0 per
cent carbon steel that was water quenched from 1560 °F.

Figure 39.
surface stresses.

Influence of tempering temperature on residual

1+2
The heat generated during the welding cycle and the subsequent
natural or forced cooling which follows, gives rise to residual stress
fields by the simple mechanism of differential expansion and, in the
case of alloys, by the expansion due to phase transformations.(8 8 )
Thus, in essence, the residual stresses due to welding processes are the
same thermal and transformation stresses found in heat treatment of
metals.
C. S. Barrett (7*+)# in using X-ray diffraction, found the varia
tion of residual stresses across the thickness of a weld in a one inch
mild-steel plate.

The longitudinal stresses were greater than the

transverse stresses and reached a maximum tensile stress of over
50.000 psi.

Weld residual stresses were tensile with the immediate

area surrounding the weld being in compression.
Residual stresses due to intense local heating of a metal were
investigated by Norton and Rosenthal (3 8 ) in a plate 0 .3 inches thick.
Local heating was done over an area 0.5 inches in diameter using a
spot welder.

Results showed high tensile residual stresses nearing

6 0 .0 0 0 psi in the locally heated area.
Experimentation with actual spot welding and resulting residual
stresses was conducted by Hauk (8 9 ) on 0.1+9 per cent carbon steel
sheets.

Around a single spot weld, radial and tangential stresses

were found by the X-ray method to be equal and opposite in sign.

The

radial stresses were tensile and the tangential stresses compressive.
The maximum stress was 1+3,000 psi.

It varied inversely with the

square of the distance from the center of the spot.

The results were

noted to be in good agreement with theoretical relationships for
magnitude and distribution.
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Effect: on Fatigue: Much of the work cited in references authored by
Horger in this section has been done by Germans, Buhier and Buehholtz,
in the early 1930's.

They presented very convincing data that thermal

residual surface compressive stresses would increase the bending endur
ance limit, whereas, it would be decreased with initial tensile stresses.
Fatigue tests were made on ten different steels in rotating bending on
plain specimens.

The endurance limit was increased up to 22 per cent

for specimens with various degrees of residual compressive stresses.
Similar tests on nickel alloy steels gave tensile residual
surface stresses on quenching.

In one steel with a 52,000 psi tensile

stress the endurance limit was decreased by 12 per cent as compared to
a stress free specimen.

A 16 per cent reduction in endurance limit

was achieved with another nickel alloy steel having an 18,000 psi tensile
quenching stress.
Rotating bending tests on 1050 steel quenched by either air or
water mediums was conducted by Horger.(87)

The specimens were quenched

from the tempering temperature and resulting residual stresses were
measured mechanically by the bore out method and strain gages.
quenched specimens had the higher endurance limit.

Water

Residual stress

measurements showed water quenched specimens to have surface compressive
stresses of 40,000 psi, whereas, air cooled specimens were essentially
stress free.

Horger concluded that thermal stresses were a major contri

bution to the increased fatigue strength.
Additional fatigue tests by Horger and Neifert (9 0 ) were made
on 9 l/2 inch diameter
SAE 1050 steel.

locomotive crankpins of quenched and tempered

One group was tempered at 1000 °F, leaving small

residual surface stresses giving an endurance limit of 12,500 psi .
Another group, tempered at 750 °F leaving over 50,000 psi in compression.
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had an endurance limit of over 2 2 ,0 0 0 psi.
Dolan (91) has shown an S-N curve of specimens slowly cooled
in quenching and of specimens rapidly cooled in quenching.
given for notched and unnotched specimens.

Data are

The band of data for the

raidly cooled specimens was always above the slowly cooled band,
definitely illustrating better fatigue properties.
Many attempts have been made to determine the fatigue strength
of welded joints, both with and without stress-relieving treatments
designed to show the effect of residual stresses.

It has generally

been found, that under the best conditions the fatigue strength of the
welded joint is considerably lower than that of a solid specimen of
the same dimensions.

Due to the presence of discontinuities in the weld

metal, and of the difficulty in measuring residual stresses, the import
ance of the residual stresses weakening the joint as a whole has not
been clear.

Experimental data illustrating the weakness of welds and

effects of various conditions and treatments may be found in references

92 and 6 6 .
Conclusions': Residual stresses induced into a metal by heat treatment
are usually compressive.

An exception is high carbon and high alloyed

steel quenched from above the upper critical temperature.

If the

compressive residual stresses in a heat treated part are not relieved,
the part will exhibit better fatigue properties than a similar stress
free part.
Welding produces high residual stresses, in most cases, being
tensile in the weld.

Although welded parts show a definite decrease

in fatigue strength, it is presently not known if this decrease should
be attributed to the residual stresses, or to imperfections and discon-
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tinuities in the weld
SURFACE MACHINING AND FINISHING
Until recently it was generally thought that residual stresses
induced by machining and finishing processes such as grinding, polishing,
honing, and cutt ing were insignificant and had little affect on the
fatigue properties of the metal.

Recent studies on the residual stresses

induced by these processes and their resultant effect on fatigue of the
past have brought out the importance of their consideration when mach
ining and finishing are required.
In some cases, choosing the right variables for the process
can leave beneficial surface compressive residual stresses, or tensile
stresses of small enough magnitude to be of no importance.

Also, know

ledge of the presence of a high tensile surface stress due to the pro
cess is of great value as the detrimental stress may often be alleviated
by a subsequent surface treatment.
Residual Stresses Induced: Letner, (5 8 ) using hardened (Rockwell C 59),
ball-bearing type steel similar to AISI 52,000 used by Tarasov and
Grover (93)* studied the effect of steel grade, unit downfeed, and
grinding fluid, upon the residual stresses generated.

By using a deflec

tion method, the residual stresses parallel and perpendicular to the
direction of abrasive travel were determined.
The effect of the wheel grade upon residual grinding stresses
was insignificant.

Very soft wheels appeared to reduce the magnitude

and depth of penetration somewhat.
Tensile stresses as high as 120,000 psi were found less than
0.001 inches below the surface for a downfeed of 0.001 inches.

In

certain cases, compressive stresses of about the same magnitude, but

k6
on the surface, were found.

The finding of the possibility of a

compressive surface stress was remarkable and valuable information,
especially because in some cases high tensile stresses were not induced
deeper in the metal.

This information is contrary to the popular

engineering generality that grinding stresses are tensile stresses.
Letner also found that increasing unit downfeed increased
both the magnitude and depth of penetration of the resulting stresses.
A. L. Christenson and W. E. Littmann, discussing the work of Letner,
speculated a logical explanation to the origin of grinding stresses.
Temperature measurements within ground samples show that grinding can
produce sufficient, nonuniform thermal expansion in the work to cause
compressive yielding of the materials just below the surface, thus,
generating a residual tensile stress.

If heating is insufficient to

cause yielding, the cold work of the surface may produce the compressive
stresses which were observed.

Letner agreed with this speculation also.

In similar work on hardened SAE 43^0 steel, Colwell, Sinnott,
and Tobin (9*0 used X-ray diffraction for measurement of residual
stresses induced by grinding.
areas to Letner*s.

Their results compared favorably in most

All grinding stresses were found to be superficial,

not exceeding 0 .0 0 6 inches in depth on the average, with the critically
high stresses not exceeding 0.002 to 0.003 inches in depth.

In general,

severe grinding produced dominately tensile surface stresses, while
less severe grinding could produce compressive surface stresses.

Hie

greater the severity of grinding, the greater was the magnitude of the
residual stress.
ized

Glickman and Stepanov (57) ground low-carbon normal

steel bars to a depth of 0 .0 2 2 inches and found a maximum

tensile surface stress of 25,000 psi.

The stressed zone had a depth of
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about O.O36 inches.

It was noted that the heavy grinding cuts produced

severe heating which would affect the magnitude of the residual stresses.
Experiments at General Motors Research Laboratories by J. 0.
Almen (8 ) have shown filing and honing to produce residual compressive
stresses under normal operations, and grinding to produce residual
tensile stresses.

Residual compressive grinding stresses have been

found using a soft, sharp, course grit wheel sued removing shallow
cuts of 0.0001 inches or less per pass.

Almen adds that practical

grinding conditions always produce tensile residual stresses, this is
in contrast to the jrerious works cited, wherein, compressive residual
stresses with a 0 .0 0 1 inch cut were found in some cases.
Dissection stress measurements indicate that the initial
residual compressive stress from polishing may exceed 20,000 psi.

Even

though a file finish also produces a compressive residual stress,
Almen states it should not be considered as effective as honing.

Filing

produces surface scratches which, as stress raise:®, reduce the bene
ficial effect of the compressive surface stress.
In another work, Almen (42) estimated the magnitude

of residual

grinding stresses in a specimen of annealed spring stock that was
ground to a depth of cut of 0.002 inches.

A surface layer removal

method was utilized using hand honing to remove very thin layers from
the ground side.

The results were as follows;
DISTANCE FROM SURFACE

0 .0 0 0 0 5 in.
0 .0 0 0 1 3
0.00025
0.00035
0.00045

TENSION STRESS

2 7 0 ,0 0 0 psi
1 1 0 ,0 0 0
57,500
37,500
27,500
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A stress of 270,000 psi could not be supported by the steel in
the annealed state, from which it follows the stressed layer must have
been hardened by the heat of grinding.

Hardness measurements did not

confirm this, probably due to the inadequacy of present hardness instru
ments for measuring the extremly thin surface hardened layer.
Some work was done on mild steel by Frisch
ifaxng a medium soft grinding wheel.

and Thomsen (59)

A surface layer removal method for

residual stress determination was utilized, the surface removal being
done by a 5 to 20 per cent nitric acid solution.

This proved to be a

satisfactory method of elimating surface layers without inducing new
residual stresses, as grinding removal might do.
Results indicated the maximum residual stress was at the surface
and in all cases was above the yield strength of the material.
20.

See figure

The depth of residual stress was found to be 0.012 to 0.018 inches

for grinding cuts from 0.0003 to 0.0029 inches.

This was considerably

greater than the residual stress depth found in previous works cited for
hardened steel.

Figure 20.
steel bars.

Residual stress distribution below surface of mild-
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Frisch and Thomsen noted that the maximum surface stresses were
smaller for heavier cuts, hut the depth of residual stresses were found
to increase with depth of cut.

They also pointed out that the depth of

residual stress was probably somewhat in error, due to the large number
of etchings and, correspondingly, roughened surface which make accurate
measurements difficult.
A study by Henriksen (95) concluded that extremely high residual
stresses were induced in the surface of metal by the action of a cutting
tool even when light cuts were taken.
100,000 psi were found.

Highly concentrated stresses up to

For ductile materials, such as carbon steel, the

residual stresses were generally tensile, while in cast iron they were
found to be compressive.
The residual tensile stress was found to increase with depth of
cut as it was varied from 0.002 to 0.014 inches.

Increases in carbon

content of the steel tested apparently decreased the residual stress
induced.

It was also noted that the resultant stress was somewhat

affected by the shape and angles of the tool.
Henriksen observes that much information is still needed on the
effect of high speed cutting, cutting fluids, and on other machining
processes such as milling, broaching, drilling, reaming, and grinding.
Effect -on Fatigue: Very little information has been published on the
effect of machining and finishing residual stresses on fatigue and much
of that is controversial.

Most studies on grinding, polishing, and

cutting have been concerned with the surface roughness effect on fatigue,
assuming the induced residual stresses to be zero or insignificant.
Boyer (9 6 ) made rotating bending fatigue tests of hardened
steel specimens with various amounts of stock removed by dry grinding
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of cuts not more than 0.001 inches per pass.

His findings indicated the

greatest endurance limit without grinding* and a continuous reduction
was noted due to grinding with the most rapid decrease of 17 per cent in
the first 0.025 inches.
of the data.

A discussion of this paper questions the validity

The surface roughness effect was not considered.

An investigation by Tarasov and Grover (93) made use of data
from reversed bending tests on flat bars and rotating bending tests on
round bars of AISI 521000 steel to determine the influence of grinding.
Conclusions were that careful longitudinal grinding of both flat and
round specimens

would not have any adverse effect on fatigue strength.

Severe grinding was found to lower the endurance limit of the flat bars
about 2 0 to 25 per cent.
A more recent work by Tarasov* Byler, and Letner (97) indicated
no effect on fatigue strength for careful grinding conditions on hardened
(Rockweel C 59) steel.

Severe grinding conditions were found to decrease

fatigue strength by as much as 25 per cent, while some grinding with
straight grinding oils gave up to 38 per cent over the base line fatigue
limit.
The fatigue limit was shown to remain essentially constant up to
a peak tensile grinding stress of 50,000 psi.

Beyond this value a reduc

tion in fatigue limit occurred.
Concrlusfons'S Normal grinding conditions usually cause a tensile residual
stress but under certain conditions the residual stress may be compressive.
Toning and filing induce compressive residual stress.

Cutting residual

tresses are tensile for ductile steels and compressive for cast iron.
No machining or finishing residual stresses reach more than a few
thousandths of an inch in depth, with maximum residual stresses reaching
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values near the ultimate strength in some eases.
Fatigue properties improve with a compressive residual stress
and decrease with a high tensile residual stress.

Careful grinding

causes little effect whereas severe grinding decreases the fatigue limit.
COLD WORKING “SHOT AND STRAIN PEENING
Cold working, including the various shot peening processes, is
generally known to produce residual compression stresses in the surface
of the part.

Methods classified as cold working processes include peen

ing, surface rolling, drawing, sinking, local pressing or air hammering,
and stretching.

In general, cold working is induced by plastic deforma

tion of the surface layers while the core is elastically strained, leav
ing a compressive stress in the surface layer and a relatively small
tensile stress in the core.
The beneficial influence of surface cold working to increase
fetigue resistance was first used in 1928, by Foppe, in Germany.

In 1938#

the first paper was published by Frye and Kehl (9 8 ) on shot blasting
and fatigue resistance.

The history and development of the phases of

cold working has been presented and discussed by 0.

J. Horger. (99, iOO)

Results of various investigators have been reviewed and an extensive
bibliography compiled.
Probably the most popular method of securing surface compressive
stresses is by shot peening.

The process consists of impinging the

surface of a part with round metallic shot, usually of chilled or
malliable cast iron ranging in diameter from 0 .0 0 7 to 0 .1 7 5 inches, with
a relatively high velocity of the order of 100 to 200 feet per second.
The shot, upon striking the surface, makes a series of small dents, and
radically expands the small areas siruck by each ball.

Plastic flow is
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then caused on the surface fibers.

The fibers beneath the affected layer

are not stretched beyond their yield and* as a result, force the surface
• fibers to return to a shorter length.

When equilibrium is obtained,

the surface fibers are in residual compression and the inner fibers
are in compression.
Moore (lOl) has noted that this type of treatment can be applied
to parts of irregular shape on which cold rolling and cold drawing cannot
be used, or in which heat treatment would cause excessive distortion and
undesirable residual stresses.

It can also be applied to specific parts

of a machine element, such as the fillet at the shoulder of a shaft, to
offset the effect of a stress concentration, or to the faces and fillets
of gear teeth.
Strain peening is the process of shot peening a stressed surface.
Compressive strain peening and tensile strain peening are illustrated in
figure 21 and 2 2 , respectively, and covered thoroughly in references 102
and 1 0 3 .

Figure 21.
strain peening.

Comnressive

Figure 22.
peening.

Tensile strain
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For compressive strain peening the specimen is held under a
condition of longitudinal bending to a fixed curvature with the compressive
surface being shot peened.

If the compressive stress is high enough the

resulting residual stress will be tensile.

In tensile strain peening,

the shot peened surface is strained in tension by a couple during peening.
This produces higher compressive residual stress than peening in the
unrestrained condition.
Harris (8 8 ) lists six main variables in shot peening whose control
is required to achieve refroiucible intensities of stress.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

M r pressure.
Shot size, (ball diameter)
Nozzle bore diameter.
Nozzle to workpiece, (angle and distance)
Time of peening.
Coverage.

These variables have been investigated as to their effect on
residual stress, and the resulting fatigue effect by Richards (lOh-) and
Horger and Neifert.(105)
J. 0. Almen (42, 43) has devised a method of measuring shot
peening intensities which has become the standard the last few years.
Strips of steel of special composition are subjected to shot peening on
one face when attached to the piece being peened.

The amount of curva

ture of these gage strips, measured with an Almen gage, is a measure of
the peening intensity they have received.
Residual Stress Induced

The results of some early work on cold drawing

by foreign investigators are reviewed by Horger.(48, 25)

Fahrenhorst

and Sachs (106) subjected 40 hot-rolled bars of 0.06 per cent carbon
steel to a 10 to 24 per cent reduction by cold drawing.

On bars cold

drawn to 7*5 to 9*1 per cent reduction, the residual stresses measured
by the boring out method were about 40,000 psi in tension.

A reversal

of the tensile surface stress to a compressive stress of 3 0 ,0 0 0 to

5^
U0,000 psi was obtained by straightening.

Buhler and Buchholtz (5 0 )

determined cold drawn residual stresses for 0 .1 0 , 0 .1 9 , and 0 .5 0 per
cent steels up to 9 per cent cross-sectional reduction.

The longitudinal

residual stresses for the 0.10 and 0.50 per cent steels Eire plotted in
figure 2 3 -

Figure 2 3 .
residual stresses.

Influence of per cent reduction on cold drawing

It was also stated that compressive surface stresses resulted
for reductions less than 0 .6 per cent for the 0 .1 0 per cent carbon steel
and 0.8 per cent for the 0.50 per cent carbon steel.

Results were com

patible to conclusions established by Nachtman (107)# that cold drawing
produced surface tension and core compression for all three directions:
longitudinal, tangential, and radial.
low reductions

An exception was noted for very

of less than two per cent where surface compressive

residual stresses were found.
The residual stresses set up by straightening have the same distri
bution as those set ap by overstressing, i.e., compressive residual stress
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for a tension yield, and tensile residual stress for a compression
yield.(108)

Cold straightening kas been normally found to produce high

tensile stresses.

In axle straightening, Horger and Lipson (109) found

tensile surface stresses as high as 120,000 psi.

X=ray measurements

of the tensile residual stress induced by crankshaft straightening was
found to vary between 85,000 to 100,000 psi by Schmidt. (h-T)
Surface rolling has been applied to many production parts to
improve fatigue resistance, but usually residual stresses were not
measured.

Tests on 9 l/2 inch diameter shafts of SAE 1050 steel that

was cold rolled gave resulting compressive stresses of 103,000 psi longi
tudinally and 1+5,000 psi tangentially. (110)

Work done by Buhler

presented in reference 48 indicated surface compressive stresses due to
rolling of over 80,000 psi for

a 2 3A inch diameter,

0.19 per cent

carbon steel specimen.
Shot peening two opposite surfaces of an unloaded beam should
give a pattern similar to figure 24.

The surface layers are seen to be
COMPRESSION

Figure 24.

Residual stress induced by peening.

highly compressive with a steep stress gradient to tension a few thousands
of an inch below the surface.

Almen (k2, 8) has reported this compressive

stress to be as high as 1 6 0 ,0 0 0 psi for hardened steel, dropping off to
tension about 0.007 inches below the surface.

Normalized bar stock of

SAE 10^5 steel cylinders were shot peened and found to have longitudinal
and tangential compressive stresses of 37*000 and 5 0 ,0 0 0 psi, respectively,
(ill)

Richards (10^) found residual stresses by a modified Sachs method

for a shot peened aluminum alloy.

Compressive residual stresses up to

66,000 psi were induced to a depth of up to 0.029 inches.

Shot size

varied residual stress magnitude and depth somewhat but blasting pressure
and time effect were found to be small.
Strain peening by Mattson and Roberts (102, 103) produced
residual stresses in either tension or compression.

Figure 23 illustrates

the tensile residual stress from compressive strain peening, and the
increased compressive residual stress over conventional shot peening
from tensile strain peening.

Figure 25- Residual stresses induced by tensile, compressive,
and conventional shot peening in leaf springs.

Tensile strain peening of the leaf springs increased the magni
tude of the compressive residual stress from

8C*000

psi to over 160*000

psi and increased the depth of the beneficial compressive stresses.
The authors noted that compressive strain peening induced compressive
stresses for the lower applied strains and changed to tensile stress
at the larger strains.

Similar results are found in reference 112 where

the conventional peening stress of 110*000 psi was increased to 140*000
psi by tensile strain peening.
Effect on Fatigue;

It is apparent that little fatigue research on cold

drawn specimens has been done.

Osgood (113) has noted* however* that

cold drawing may induce residual surface tensile stresses* and yet the
fatigue strength may be improved.

The improvement is presumably due to

the fact that the beneficial effect of the surface hardening is greater
than the detrimental effect of the residual tensile stresses.
The endurance limit for full-sized automobile axles was 13*000
to 16*000 psi for production straightened shafts.

Horger and Lipson

(1 0 9 ) found that the endurance limit for similar unstraightened axles
was 20*000 psi or about 25 per cent greater fatigue resistance than that
of the straightened shafts.
limit to 43*000 psi.

Shot peening the axles raised the endurance

In reversed bending fatigue tests of aircraft

engine crankshafts* press straightening gave an endurance limit 20 per
cent lower than unstraightened crankshafts.(47)

The loss of fatigue

strength was even greater for a finite life* being 35 per cent for
50*000 cycles and

27 per cent for 100*000 cycles.

results is plotted in figure £6 .

An S-N diagram of the

Figure 26.

Effect of straightening crankshafts on the fatigue

life.
Surface rolled components have definitely exhibited better
fatigue properties due to the induced compressive residual stress.
Fatigue tests by Horger (1*8) on press-fitted assemblies gave over 22,000
psi endurance limit for pins rolled at 21,000 pounds roller pressure.
The endurance limit was 11,000 psi for similar pins not rolled.

As

tensile strength is also increased, the higher fatigue resistance is
in part due to strain hardening and in part due to residual stresses.
(100)

Horger noted that the increased fatigue strength due to the

favorable residual stresses of surface cold rolling, should not be
confused with the fatigue properties and residual stresses of the usual
mill operations in production of cold rolled or cold drawn bar stock.
Starting at less than one per cent reduction of area in mill operations
with some steels, it was found that the surface stresses began changing
from favorable compression to unfavorable tension.

A summary of results of several investigators (25) on fatigue
tests of surface rolled fillets, showed improvement by cold working
over not rolled specimens of 3° to 69 per cent.

The increased fatigue
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strength due to surface rolling is clearly shown by figure 25 > which
compares normally finished railway axles with axles that have been sub
jected to a rolling operation.(ilk)

Figure 27-

S-N diagram for rolled and not rolled railway axles.

It is generally believed that residual stresses due to peening
have a greater effect in bending and torsion cases where there is a
large stress gradient.(5*0

However , Almen (7) has found high increases

in fatigue properties for axially loaded specimens properly peened.
Grover (¥»■) has stated three ways shot peening might improve
the fatigue strength of a metal component.
1. Surface roughening- This may induce a fatigue notch factor
which reduces fatigue strength from k to 35 per cent.
2. Surface' work-hardening- The amount of fatigue strength
gained by work-hardening is not known, but it should about
balance the surface roughening loss.
3. Residual stress- Peening leaves a macroscopic residual
compressive stress which is probably the most important factor
in fatigue strength improvement.
Shot peening intensity is a very important factor in increasing
fatigue properties and, according to Almen (7 ), may even be detrimental
to fatigue if high enough.

The fatigue strength is increased as the

intensity of peening is increased until a maximum improvement is obtained.
Increasing peening intensity beyond this level causes the surface effects

6o
and very high internal tensile stresses to dominate
strength rapidly decreases.

Figure 28*

,

and the fatigue

This is clearly illustrated in figure 28

Effect of peening intensity on Fatigue life.

Studies by Horger and Neifert (115) noted greater improvements
of endurance by shot peening for higher levels of hardness.
29

See figure

This belief is also discussed by Almen.(8)

Figure 29*
Carbon steel.

Increase of 1fatigue strength by shot blasting on O.k^
, ,

6l
Shot peening various machine parts gave increased life which var
ied from 310 per cent increase for welded joints to 1370 per cent increase
for helical springs.(4 3 )

Smith (ll6) shot peened compressor valves and

6

6 cycles

increased the life from 10° to over 20 X 10

without failure.

These life improvements are relative and depend on the magnitude of
loading.

This should be kept in mind when interpreting fatigue data.
A summary of fatigue tests by rotating cantilever bending on

shot peened shafts with and without fillets is presented by Horger and
Neifert.(105)

Endurance limit improvements from 3 to 19 per cent over

the polished condition were found for plain specimens.

Filleted specimens

had improvements varying from It- to 54 per cent depending on peening condi
tions .
Fatigue tests on three different gauge size wires in the as
drawn and peened conditions were conducted by Harris.(8 8 )

The effect

of shot peening was to increase the basic fatigue limit of the wire in
all three cases, being an increase of 4l per cent in the larger wire.
Harris also has discussed the shot peening of induction hardened zones.
In tests on 0.40 per cent carbon steel the endurance limit was increased
from 6 0 ,8 0 0 to 6 6 ,0 0 0 psi by peening.
There still remains some confusion as to the relative roles of
the cold work and residual compressive stress of peening in the increased
fatigue properties.(115)

A recent study by Mattson and Roberts (102,

103) has used a strain peening method suggested by J. 0. Almen to get
varying magnitudes of residual stresses with essentially the same amount
of work-hardening.

This allowed comparisons of fatigue data and residual

stress changes without other effects usually involved with peening enter
ing into the results.
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Good correlation was found between residual stresses and fatigue
strength tending to substantiate the concept of superposition of residual
stresses and load stresses.

Figure 30 is a plot of the results and

clearly indicates the higher endurance limit for high compressive
residual stresses.
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Figure 30. Endurance limit as a function of peak residual
stress near the test surface.
Conclusions: Most cold working operations induce favorable residual
stresses in metal parts.

Straightening and cold drawing* however* were

exceptions with surface tensile residual stresses and decreased fatigue
properties noted.

The peening process induces compressive residual

stresses and work hardens the surface.

Strain peening can be utilized

to obtain compressive or tensile residual stresses with approximately the
same amount of work hardening.

By carefully controlling the variables*

peening can greatly increase the fatigue strength of a metal.

CHAPTER V
SUM M A R Y

A literature survey, and study on the fatigue of metals has
been presented as was the objective of this thesis.

The survey was

concentrated on the effect of residual stresses on fatigue of steels,
and especially for residual stresses induced by heating and cooling,
machining, and cold working methods.

A bibliography of over 200 refer

ences was included as a major contribution to this work.
I.

CONCLUSIONS

Fatigue was found to be a very complex phenomenon of metals
that is not very well understood at the present time.

Much work and

study is needed in most areas of fatigue so that information may be
correlated to develop basic relationships in fatigue.
Many conditions affect the fatigue properties of a metal.

Such

conditions as high temperature, surface roughness, tensile residual
surface stress, and corrosion, definitely lower the fatigue strength.
Conversely, low temperature, high tensile strength, compressive residual
surface stresses, and very high frequency tend to raise the fatigue
strength.
Strong evidence is presented that fatigue failures are tensile
surface failures.
sion.

Fatigue rarely, if ever, occurs in pulsating compres

Processes inducing residual compressive stresses are found to

increase the fatigue strength while processes inducing residual tensile
surface stresses decrease the fatigue strength of a part.
The bibliography should be an aid to future research in fatigue
and especially in the residual stress effect area.

References are

selected to give general research information and background.
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II.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK IN FATIGUE

Basic fatigue research is needed in all areas before relations
can be found to minimize the present need of testing for almost any
new application.

Goodman relationships need to be more accurately

determined to eliminate the many approximations now used in design.
A short time method of accurately determining the endurance
limit would be extremely valuable. Better and more accurate methods
of residual stress measurement are needed.

A non-destructive method

that would measure subsurface stresses, with good accuracy^ would be a
tremendous contribution to fatigue studies.
Further research is needed in studying the inducement and
relaxation of residual stresses due to cyclic stressing.

Knowledge in

these areas would then lead to more extensive testing on the residual
stress effect in fatigue.

Knowing the stress at all times during the

testing would provide very useful information in compiling the fatigue
results.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis was to present a literature review
and study on the problem of fatigue in metals, and in particular, the
effect of residual stresses on fatigue properties.

Current knowledge

on other factors affecting fatigue is also briefly outlined.
Processes inducing surface residual stresses have a significant
influence on the fatigue strength.

Surface compressive residual stresses

were found to be beneficial to fatigue strength, whereas, surface
tensile residual stresses were detrimental.

The various methods of

inducing residual stresses and their resulting effect on fatigue were
discussed.
A selected bibliography of over 200 references is included
together with the list of references cited in the thesis.
Recommendations are also made for future research on fatigue
of metals.
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